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No matter how irritated he was, Lu Tianhe introduced himself to the other party in a good
voice.

However, who ever thought that Lu Tianhe hadn’t finished the introduction, but he was
interrupted by the injustice.

“Okay, I will talk about who you are later.”

“You should be from Noirfork, and you are more familiar with the situation here than we
are.”

“In this way, you immediately go to Mark now, and say that the Martial God Temple has
instructions to let him quickly. Come and be punished!” The

unfair words were majestic, and the low voice echoed everywhere.

Lu Tianhe’s self-introduction as soon as he reached his lips was immediately held back.

The old face was green and white, very ugly.

Anyone in this situation will feel as uncomfortable as Lu Tianhe.

It’s the same as eating flies.

Contempt!

This is a naked contempt for Lu Tianhe!

But what is the alternative?

He is the first person under the title of Hot Summer, or a senior in martial arts, and he is
highly respected.

Lu Tianhe could only accept this majesty of injustice.

However, it is impossible for him to send a message to Mark.



Not to mention that Mark is not in Wrilfill right now, even if he is there, Lu Tianhe will not
do this microphone.

“That, I’m sorry, Master Yan.”

“Mr. Chu is the pillar of the country, and the title is Wushuang.”

“I am a gentleman from Lu Tianhe, how can I tell such things to Master Wushuang?”

“Since the Martial God Temple is giving you instructions, it’s better for a few people to go
to Wushuang Grandmaster to spread the word.” Lu Tianhe smiled and declined.

“Don’t worry.”

“You said that you were instructed by the Martial God Temple to come and spread the
word.”

“Measure Mark, and dare not make trouble.”

“Unless, he wants to die.” Yan is not equal to think that Lu Tianhe is afraid of Mark.
Zhiwei, comforted from the side.

In their opinion, Mark was rebellious and would never dare to openly confront the Martial
God Temple this time.

After all, Mark was unreasonable this time!

“Farewell.”

“You gods fight, I’m a mortal, so I won’t participate.” Lu Tianhe still declined.

“Huh?”

“I’ll ask you last, whether or not to go?”

Seeing Lu Tianhe’s repeated rejections, he may have lost his patience.

The tone suddenly became cold, and he asked sharply.

“Old Yan, what do you have to say to them?”

“Poor mountains and rivers come out of trouble!”

“In Noirfork and other places, if there is a scum like Mark, there will be a second one.”

“Like these people who have eyes and no beads,



I’ll be honest after a fight.” “Teach you this kind of daunting, just leave it to me, Ke Zhe.”

An old man walked out beside him.

This person wears a long beard, wears a pair of military shoes, and looks rough.

However, when he heard Ke Zhe’s name, Lu Tianhe in front of him trembled, his old
eyes staring wide.

“Ke…Kezhe?”

“Kezhe who is ranked second on the Grandmaster Ranking?”

“My God!”

“The second one is here too.”

“The remaining three people, is it possible that Chengdu is ranked on the Grandmaster
Ranking .” The top five?”

Lu Tianhe was already completely scared to pee.

He originally thought that these few people would not be equal to a heavyweight, and
the remaining four were all made up.

Now it seems that he underestimated the determination of the Martial God Temple this
time.

“It seems that they are really going to turn their faces with Mr. Chu.”

“Just spread the word, let the five masters pass it.”

“In the future, this hot summer martial arts, I am afraid that Mr. Chu will really be too
much.”

Lu Tianhe eyebrows gloomy , My heart is full of anxiety.

However, this is not the time to worry about Mark, now his situation in Lu Tianhe is also
a bit precarious.

Seeing that when Na Kezhe came out and prepared to teach Lu Tianhe to gain his
power, a soft female voice came quietly from the Trivan Lake!

“The wrongdoer has the debt.”

“Several old gentlemen, what’s the matter, come to me.”



“Why should I embarrass General Lu?” The

faint voice carried a cold and determined majesty.

For a moment, everyone by the lake turned around and looked around.

I saw that on the Trivan Lake, bamboo boats swarmed lightly.

An alluring woman, but slowly drew to the shore with the boat.
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Hearing this, Ke Zhe and others also turned their heads and looked around.

After seeing another woman, Ke Zhe and others couldn’t help laughing.

“This Noirfork land, is it possible that all men will die?”

“Why did Mark

come forward ? All of them are weak women?” “Why, does Mark think he sent some
insignificant weak women to come forward? , Can this matter be mixed up?”

Ke Zhe sneered, and then directed at the woman on the boat, angrily said: “Little girl,
see you are in the age of Fanghua, you have nothing to do with you, I advise you to do
Don’t worry about meddling.”

“Otherwise, get angry and burn your body. If you die at a young age, your parents will
spend the rest of their lives in pain.”

Ke Zhe threatened coldly.

In the icy tone, it was all abrupt.

When Ke Zhe’s words fell, a couple rushed out among the crowd.

“Old gentleman, I’m sorry, I’m sorry.”

“The little girl was ignorant and ignorant of Tarzan.

She just ran into a few of them.” “We are parents, and apologize for her.”

“Then, we will leave immediately and leave.

” After we go back, we will definitely take more discipline~”



Sherry and his wife, with pale faces, ran to the lake, and apologized to the old men of Ke
Zhe and Yan Unequal.

Although they didn’t know the origin of these people, just looking at the reactions of
Ericson Li and the others, Sherry and the others could guess that these five people were
afraid of the origins of heaven and earth.

Otherwise, how could Mark be so scared that he didn’t even dare to show up?

After apologizing, Sherry hurried to the bamboo boat and pulled Helen Qiu down from it.

” Helen Qiu, let’s go quickly ~”

“This Wrilfill, we won’t be staying anymore.”

“Genting Villa, we won’t live anymore.”

“What president, what Noirfork empress, we don’t want it.”

“Let’s go home, let ‘s be fine.” Alive.”

Sherry’s eyes were red, and as he said, he pulled Sherry and walked out.

There was even some crying in those words.

Sherry and his wife may be a little snobbish, or a little greedy for money.

But it was at stake for their daughter’s wealth and life, and they could still handle it.

If the money is gone, they can make more money, and they will find a good family for
their daughter in the future.

My daughter is so beautiful, she is married, and there are many people who want to take
over.

But they never wanted to see that their daughter died in the hands of Mark.

Yes, before that, Sherry and Melson really thought that the white-haired man was going
to give away the black-haired man.

Fortunately, even if the three-day limit was reached, Meng Wanyu didn’t seem to be a
killer.

Since his daughter escaped to death, Sherry and the others naturally did not dare to let
Helen Qiu take any risks.

They just want to leave here with Helen Qiu now, away from this place of right and
wrong.



“Mom, Dad, don’t worry, you first listen to me~”

Helen Qiu kept explaining in front of her parents.

But Sherry did not listen to them.

“Helen Qiu, don’t say anything .”

“This time we are going to take you away.”

“It used to be a bad mother. The mothers always force you to marry a rich man and find
a good son-in-law.”

“But mother is true. Unexpectedly, after you followed Mark, you would have to suffer so
much and endure so much danger.”

“Mom has figured it out, and I will never force you to climb high branches in the future.”

“I thought Mark was worthy of it. Fuck you, but now, we are not worthy of Mark.”

“Our family is a working family, we are just a few people from the market.”

“Emperor Noirfork’s crown, we really can’t bear it~”

“We don’t If you wear it, you can’t wear it~”

“In the future, my mother will find you a small civil servant to marry.”

Sherry said anxiously, holding her daughter’s arm tightly with her hands, as if she was
afraid of losing her only daughter.
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